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INTRODUCTION
The Spring New York State English as a Second Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT) is
designed to annually assess the English language proficiency of all English Language Learners
(ELLs) enrolled in Grades K–12. The NYSESLAT is the approved New York State assessment
instrument to measure the English language proficiency of English language learners (ELLs) in
grades K-12 in all public and charter schools. This secure assessment determines a student’s
growth in English language proficiency, continued eligibility, and the amount of program
services in an English as a New Language (ENL) and/or Bilingual Education (BE) program the
student is eligible to receive. In New York State, a student is considered an ELL until s/he
achieves the Commanding/Proficient level on the NYSESLAT. The NYSESLAT is one component
of the State’s compliance with Federal laws that mandate annually assessing and monitoring
the English Language proficiency of all ELLs. The results of the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT will drive
the provision of ELL services as prescribed in Commissioner’s Regulations Part 154-2 and 1543. In the classroom, the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT results provide important information about
each ELL’s English language development that helps inform and drives instruction aligned to the
NYS Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS), Blueprint for ELL Success (BELLS) and Bilingual
Common Core Initiative (BCCI), thereby ensuring that all ELLs are college and career-ready
upon graduating high school in New York State.
This document is designed to provide responses to some of the questions frequently asked
about the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT.

Additional questions?
Please send questions or comments to the Office of State Assessment at
emscassessinfo@nysed.gov.
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A. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE ROLE OF THE NYSESLAT
A1.

Q:
A:

Why do we administer the NYSESLAT?
The NYSESLAT is administered in order to measure English language proficiency
and progress for ELLs. NYSED administers the NYSESLAT to ELL students in
Grades K – 12 in compliance with the Federal Elementary and Secondary Schools
Act (ESEA) of 2001, which is more commonly known as “No Child Left Behind.”
NYSESLAT has been administered every year since it was first required by Federal
statute in the 2002-2003 school year.
Specifically, Title III of ESEA requires that all states annually assess the English
language skills of ELL students. According to section 3121(d)(1), each state must
use evaluation measures designed to assess “the progress of children in attaining
English proficiency, including a child’s level of comprehension, speaking,
listening, reading, and writing skills in English.”
Title III of ESEA also requires that an annual assessment of ELL students be based
on specific student achievement objectives. Section 3113(b)(2) states that the
“agency will establish standards and objectives for raising the level of English
proficiency that are derived from the four recognized domains of speaking,
listening, reading, and writing, and that are aligned with achievement of the
challenging state academic content and student academic achievement
standards described in [Title I].”

A2.

Q:
A:

Who takes the NYSESLAT?
A student identified as an ELL through the New York State ELL Identification
Process (http://www.p12.nysed.gov/biling/bilinged/pub/LEPproc.pdf) must take
the NYSESLAT each year until he or she exits ELL services.
During the 2013-14 school year, over 240,000 students were eligible to take the
NYSESLAT, amounting to 8.9% of the 2.7 million students in New York State. Of
the students who took the NYSESLAT in the 2013-14 school year, the majority
(63.3%) were new ELLs, and a quarter (24.9%) were long term ELLs (i.e., students
with seven or more years of ELL service). 21.9% of ELLs are also identified as
being a student with a disability, and 8.7% of ELLs are considered Students with
Interrupted/Inconsistent Formal Education (SIFE) The ten most common home
languages of ELL students during the 2013-2014 school year were Spanish
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(61.3%), Chinese (10.2%), Arabic (3.9%), Bengali (2.9%), Haitian Creole (1.7%),
Russian (1.6%), Urdu (1.7%), French (1.3%), Karen (0.9%), and Nepali (0.8%).
During the 2013-14 school year, 16.0% of ELLs scored “Proficient” on the
NYSESLAT, meaning that they exited from ELL status, and were eligible to receive
supplemental ELL services and supports for two additional years.
ELL students’ performance on other educational outcomes demonstrates the
clear need for BE and/or ENL services. For example, during the 2013-14 school
year 3% of ELLs in grades 3-8 achieved proficient scores on New York State ELA
tests compared to 33% of non-ELLs. Likewise, in the 2013-14 school year the
graduation rate for ELLs in New York State was 31% compared to a graduation
rate of 79% for non-ELLs. Moreover, the proportion of ELLs meeting the State’s
Aspiration Performance Measure (i.e., who meet Common Core course-level
expectations) was 3%, compared to a rate of 39% for non-ELLs.
For additional demographic information on the State’s ELL students, see
https://www.engageny.org/resource/spring-2015-nyseslat-resources.
A3.

Q:
A:

When is the new version of the NYSESLAT being
implemented and what is its impact on students?
In Spring 2013, the Department proposed to the Board of Regents and shared
with the field a plan to continue the transition of the NYSESLAT to measure the
Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) and reflect the Bilingual Common Core
Initiative’s (BCCI) and New Language Arts Progressions (NLAP) beginning with the
Spring 2015 administration (known as the “Phase 2” NYSESLAT). This plan was
confirmed with the field in Spring 2014.
We recently posted additional information about the 2015 NYSESLAT (see
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/ and
https://www.engageny.org/resource/spring-2015-nyseslat-resources) and are
conducting regional trainings. Based on participant feedback, we have made
some improvements to the training materials. The revised editions and new
educator materials will continue to be posted at the locations listed above.
We are pleased that the 2015 NYSESLAT will now be aligned to the Common
Core Learning Standards and the Bilingual New Language Arts Progressions being
taught in classrooms throughout the State. However, we recognize that this
continues to be a transition and, as was done during the transition to the Grades
3-8 Common Core English Language Arts and Mathematics Tests, we plan to take
steps to ensure that the transition does not immediately create greater levels of
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required services. For example, during the transition to the Grades 3-8 Common
Core ELA and Math tests in Spring 2013, we kept the number of students
statewide for whom schools would be required to provide academic intervention
services very close to the number required to receive these services following
the administration of the pre-Common Core tests (2012).
Therefore, the Department is ensuring that for one year, the statewide
percentages of students at the various NYSESLAT performance levels used for
service delineation and teacher evaluation purposes will correspond to similar
levels as were achieved by students on the 2014 NYSESLAT. The Department will
issue 2014 to 2015 test score conversion charts this summer, similar to those
provided in previous years for other testing program transitions.
Following the 2015 test administration, we will convene a representative group
of educators to give us feedback on the NYSESLAT’s measurement of the
standards, as well as any gap between current levels and potential future levels
of students identified for required services.
We believe this reflects the proper balance as we continue to phase in the new
Part 154 regulations to best serve the needs of ELLs.
In addition, please be aware that the Office of Bilingual Education and World
Languages posted additional information about Part 154 service level
requirements on its website (http://www.p12.nysed.gov/biling/resource/cr-part154/units-of-study-tables.html). As you will see from these materials, the
service level requirements have decreased at the high school level, and students
may now earn graduation credit while receiving ELL services. In addition, the
Department has proposed additional certification flexibility for those seeking to
earn their Supplementary Bilingual Education Extension and Supplementary
Certificates for English to Speakers of Other Languages (see
http://www.regents.nysed.gov/meetings/2015Meetings/March/315p12hed2.pd
f).
A4.

Q:
A:

What test prep materials are available?
NYSED does not endorse “test prep” for any assessments, including the
NYSESLAT. Test prep tends to detract from the amount of classroom time
available for standards-based instruction that helps improve students’ English
language acquisition.
Test prep that is designed to artificially inflate a student’s NYSESLAT score,
whether it be for school-level accountability, APPR, or to help with the student’s
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socio-emotional well-being will actually significantly disadvantage the student
because of how the provision of ELL services are tied by regulation to a student’s
performance on the NYSESLAT.
For example, a student who engages in extensive test prep, but does not actually
increase measurably in terms of his or her English language acquisition, may
artificially receive a higher NYSESLAT performance level than appropriate, which
will result in an inappropriate level of services. This student will likely struggle
due to not having access to sufficient ELL services and supports to succeed in
grade-level content classes.
Unlike test prep that is designed to artificially inflate a student’s scores, NYSED
does encourage educators to familiarize their students with the concepts
measured by the NYSESLAT. Information on the NYSESLAT is available on
EngageNY at https://www.engageny.org/resource/spring-2015-nyseslatresources. However, we recommend that teachers familiarize themselves with
the Bilingual Common Core Initiative.
A5.

Q:
A:

Why can’t ELLs just take the ELA test since it is already
aligned to the Common Core?
The NYSESLAT is meant to measure English language proficiency, and the
questions from the NYSESLAT measure the language that supports content in a
number of domains. In other words, the NYSESLAT measures the linguistic
demands necessary for students to meet the discipline-specific standards at the
corresponding grade-band level. The State’s ELA tests measure the content area
of English Language Arts only, which is distinct from English language proficiency.
Additionally, unlike the State’s ELA tests, the NYSESLAT was created such that
the results of the NYSESLAT could be used to determine the units of study for
Bilingual Education or English as a New Language (ENL, formerly ESL) Program
Services students are eligible to receive.

A6.

Q:
A:

What kind of data will be available after the test?
After a student completes the NYSESLAT assessment, a score report provides
information about the student’s scale score, percentile rank, and overall
proficiency level. Additionally, the score report will include information about
the student’s score on each of the modalities.

A7.
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Q:
A:

Why don’t we wait for students to have enough time in the
American education system to learn English before taking
the NYSESLAT?
The purpose of the NYSESLAT is to measure English language proficiency, which
then determines the units of study for Bilingual Education or ENL Program
Services. These services are used to support English Language Learners in their
language development. The Commissioner’s Regulations Part 154 contains
standards for the educational services provided to ELLs in New York State
(http://www.p12.nysed.gov/biling/bilinged/CRPart154.html)

A8.

Q:
A:

How do scores on the Spring 2014 NYSESLAT compare to
scores on the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT?
After the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT is administered and scored, NYSED will release a
conversion table that will allow schools and districts to put scores from the
Spring 2014 and Spring 2015 NYSESLAT onto the same scale so they can be
compared. This conversion table will also allow districts to see the relationship
between the old four levels of the Spring 2014 NYSESLAT (Beginning,
Intermediate, Advanced, and Proficient) and the new five levels of the Spring
2015 NYSESLAT (Entering, Emerging, Transitioning, Expanding, and
Commanding). A similar conversation chart was released in summer 2013 that
allowed for the comparison of scores on the new Spring 2013 NYSESLAT and
prior versions of the NYSESLAT.

B. QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT THE NYSESLAT MEASURES
B1.

Q:
A:

What does the NYSESLAT measure?
The Spring 2015 NYSESLAT measures the Linguistic Demands necessary to meet
the discipline-specific standards at the corresponding grade-band level. The
Linguistic Demands are derived from the New Language Arts Progressions of the
Bilingual Common Core Initiative. In the classroom, the demands identify the
words, phrases, and forms of language that students need to understand and
use in order to meet discipline-specific standards in K-12 across all four
modalities (Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing).
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The Linguistic Demands are articulated for the purposes of assessment
development as Targets of Measurement (TOMs). TOMs are what New York
State designates as the standards measured by the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT.
Finally, to capture performance with the necessary level of precision, every
grade-band level TOM has been delineated across five levels, which are known
as the Performance Level Descriptions (PLDs).
Each question on the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT targets a specific modality and
specific grade-band TOM at one of five PLDs.
B2.

Q:
A:

How does the NYSESLAT measure English language
acquisition across varying levels of student performance?
Each ELL has a current baseline English proficiency where he/she is along the
continuum of English language acquisition. For the purposes of describing these
baseline proficiencies, in New York State the English language proficiency
continuum has shifted from four levels (Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced, and
Proficient) to five levels (Entering, Emerging, Transitioning, Expanding, and
Commanding).
Entering (formerly Beginning)
A student at the Entering level has great dependence on supports and structures
to advance his or her academic language skills. As measured by the NYSESLAT, a
student at this level has yet to meet the linguistic demands necessary to
demonstrate proficiency in a variety of academic contexts within this grade level.
Emerging (formerly Low Intermediate)
A student at the Emerging level has some dependence on supports and
structures to advance his or her academic language skills. As measured by the
NYSESLAT, a student at this level has yet to meet the linguistic demands
necessary to demonstrate proficiency in a variety of academic contexts within
this grade level.
Transitioning (formerly Intermediate)
A student at the Transitioning level shows some independence in advancing his
or her academic language skills. As measured by the NYSESLAT, a student at this
level has yet to meet the linguistic demands necessary to demonstrate
proficiency in a variety of academic contexts within this grade level.
Expanding (formerly Advanced)
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A student at the Expanding level shows great independence in advancing his or
her academic language skills. As measured by the NYSESLAT, a student at this
level is approaching the linguistic demands necessary to demonstrate proficiency
in a variety of academic contexts within this grade level.
Commanding (formerly Proficient)
A student at the Commanding level is now designated as a Former ELL, and
entitled to receive two years of continued ELL services. As measured by the
NYSESLAT, a student at this level has met the linguistic demands necessary to
demonstrate proficiency in a variety of academic contexts within this grade level.
The continuum of English language proficiency as articulated by these
performance levels is different from, though related to, the continuum of
academic demands. Students at all levels of English language proficiency need
appropriate scaffolds to meet discipline-specific standards in the content-area
classroom.
Unlike past versions of the NYSESLAT, every 2015 NYSESLAT question is written
to a specific performance level for a given Target of Measurement. By doing
this, there is a strong connection between the English language expectations for
students across the five levels and the individual questions on the test.
Note that because the NYSESLAT now measures the Common Core and New
Language Arts Progressions a student who scored at one of the old four levels of
proficiency may not necessarily score at the corresponding one of five new
proficiency levels.
B3.

Q:
A:

Why is NYSED testing content on an English proficiency
exam?
The NYSESLAT does not test content knowledge; rather, the NYSESLAT is tied to
linguistic demands that identify the words, phrases, and forms of language that
students need to understand and use in order to meet the Common Core
Learning Standards across all content areas. The linguistic demands reflect the
language required to access grade level content, rather than the content itself.

B4.

Q:
A:

Will Writing be descriptive or informational?
Short constructed response questions may be based on either narrative or
informational texts, and a single scoring rubric is used for both types of texts.
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Extended constructive response questions also may be based on either narrative
or informational texts; however, slightly different rubrics are used to score
responses based on the type of text.
B5.

Q:
A:

How much of the test will be recycled next year? Kids
recognize questions.
Unlike in past years, the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT will not be used in its entirety in
Spring 2016. Instead, only a portion of the test questions will be used in the
following year to allow for “anchoring” of items, which allows for the score of
the NYSESLAT to be comparable from year to year. This anchoring is required for
the NYSESLAT to be valid, reliable, and fair from year to year. NYSED will
continue to strive to minimize the amount of the test that is repeated from year
to year.

C. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TEST ITEMS ON THE NYSESLAT
C1.

Q:
A:

What types of questions are on the NYSESLAT?
The NYSESLAT has questions that cover the four language modalities of speaking,
listening, reading, and writing.
Speaking is measured through a series of tasks. Each task presents the student
with short stimuli and prompts to which the student must respond using spoken
English.
Listening is measured by having the student listen to a passage and then respond
to a series of multiple choice questions about that passage.
Reading is measured by having the student read a passage and then respond to a
series of multiple choice questions about that passage.
Writing is measured by having students respond to a prompt in writing. The
prompt is based on one of the reading passages a student previously read in the
reading section of the test, but is both read to the student and is available for
the student to read independently or follow along. There are two types of
writing questions: Short Constructed Response (SCR) and Extended Constructed
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Response (ECR) ECR writing prompts require a longer response than SCR writing
prompts, and as such, are able to measure different writing skills.
Whereas the above descriptions apply to grades 1-12, the NYSESLAT for
kindergarten students differs to allow for the developmental differences
associated with this age group. For example, instead of requesting that students
respond to SCR or ECR questions, kindergarten students are instead asked to
engage in illustrated/written language tasks.
C2.

Q:
A:

Why do NYSESLAT questions seem to be about similar
content?
The NYSESLAT reflects an approach that integrates language modalities within
the context of grade-level academic content.
In a typical classroom, teachers recognize that a student’s language skills are
integrated. Likewise, the Progressions and the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT integrate
the modalities of Speaking, Listening, Reading, and Writing. In the Spring 2015
NYSESLAT, this integration is created by what are known as Global Themes,
which guide the passages and graphics on the assessment. The Spring 2015
NYSESLAT is designed to measure the language that is embedded in content,
rather than the content itself. This content is reflected in informational and
literary passages that a student would typically experience in the classroom. The
Global Themes are broad enough to support passages and graphics across
multiple disciplines/content areas. The intent of utilizing Global Themes is to
provide students with an assessment experience that is cohesive and
interconnected across modalities, and as such, similar to a relevant instructional
experience provided by a well-developed unit of study.

C3.

Q:
A:

My student can’t read at grade level, so why does the
NYSESLAT have grade-level passages?
The CCLS for ELA/Literacy articulate a research-based need for increased text
complexity across all grades in order to prepare all students, including ELLs, for
success in college and careers. The Spring 2015 NYSESLAT's reading passages are
within the CCLS grade bands for text complexity (See
http://achievethecore.org/page/642/text-complexity-collection for more
information about text complexity). In addition, due to the integrated approach
to content, the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT focuses on specific topics and/or aspects
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of instruction that students encounter in their content-area classes—for
example, experiences with literary texts in ELA, word problems in Mathematics,
informational texts in Science, and maps in Social Studies.
C4.

Q:

A:

If the NYSESLAT is supposed to measure English language
acquisition relative to the linguistic demands of the gradelevel classroom, why are there passages from disciplines
such as social studies and science on the test?
In keeping with the other changes to the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT, the approach to
language production and reception has also shifted to reflect Common Core
instruction. The questions measuring the receptive (Listening and Reading) and
productive (Speaking and Writing) modalities on the exam reflect the questions
and tasks from content-area classroom activities in that they are firmly based in
academics as opposed to personal experience or background. Due to the
constructs being measured, and in alignment with the purpose of the exam, the
questions focus on the language and language structures that support the
content as opposed to the content itself.
Importantly, although test questions are “couched” in grade-level content, the
items do not actually measure content knowledge, but instead, the English
language acquisition necessary to access grade-level classroom content. All test
questions have been subjected to careful review to minimize the degree to
which a student needs prior content knowledge (rather than English language
acquisition) to correctly answer each question.

C5.

Q:
A:

What is the format of the new test? How many questions?

Q:
A:

Is the test in black and white or color?

The NYSESLAT includes three Listening, Reading, and Writing booklets, and a
Speaking booklet. In total, there are 60 questions for Kindergarten and 67
questions for grades 1-12. For detailed information on the structure of the
NYSESLAT, please go to https://www.engageny.org/resource/overview-spring2015-nyseslat and select the link titled “structure of the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT”
at the bottom of the page.

C6.

Some of the graphics used in the NYSESLAT are in grey scale and some are in
black and white. Unlike past NYSESLAT tests, the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT includes
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more detailed images as well as photographs to help with the measurement of
linguistic demands.
C7.

Q:
A:

How many paragraphs are students required to produce
for the Extended Constructed Response questions? Do they
have to have an introduction, body, and conclusion?
In the Written section of Booklet 3 for Listening, Reading, and Writing, students
are presented with an Extended Constructed Response question in which they
are asked to answer with two paragraphs or more; however, due to the holistic
nature of the rubric, a response that is less than two paragraphs but meets the
majority of criteria for the dimensions of the performance level will receive the
score for that performance level. In the Written sections of Booklets 1 & 2 for
Listening, Reading, and Writing, students are presented with short constructed
response questions in which they are directed to answer with one paragraph.

D. QUESTIONS ABOUT ADMINISTERING THE NYSESLAT
D1.

Q:
A:

How is the administration of the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT
similar to, and different from, the administration of the
Spring 2014 NYSESLAT?
To learn how the administration of the current and past NYSESLAT tests are
similar and different, see the document “Comparison of Spring 2013-2014
NYSESLAT to Spring 2015 NYSESLAT”
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/2015/overviewchanges15.pdf

D2.

Q:
A:

Can K, 1st and 2nd graders still record their responses in
their test booklets?
Yes. Examiners should consult the Kindergarten and Grades 1-2 Directions for
Administration (DFA) for specific directions.

D3.
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Q:
A:

What are the rules about administering the NYSESLAT?

Q:

Although the test is untimed, can NYSED provide estimated
times per session so schools can plan for the
administration sessions?

Information about the administration of the NYSESLAT can be found in the 2015
NYSESLAT School Administrator’s Manual, which is available at
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/.

D4.

A:

Speaking sessions are expected to take around 15 minutes. For the Kindergarten
administration, the Listening, Reading, and Writing sessions are expected to take
between 30 – 35 minutes. For grades 1 – 12, administration is expected to take
between 35 – 55 minutes.

D5.

Q:
A:

Will K-12 still have scripts in the Directions for
Administration (DFA)?
Listening Scripts are provided in the DFA for only Kindergarten and Grades 1-2.
Listening CDs are used at grades 3-12.

D6.

Q:
A:

Will teachers have a choice in how to do the Writing?

Q:
A:

Can the students go back in the test and review anything?

Q:
A:

Do special needs students need to take the NYSESLAT?

Teachers are to administer the assessment in a uniform manner to all students
by following the directions provided in the DFA.

D7.

When taking one of the modality subtests, students can check their answers for
only that modality.

D8.

All English Language Learners with disabilities identified by the Committee on
Special Education (CSE) or by a Multidisciplinary Team, including those
participating in the New York State Alternate Assessment (NYSAA), must
participate in the NYSESLAT. In order to determine which NYSESLAT grade-level
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assessment to administer to students with disabilities who, according to their
IEP, are not assigned to a grade level, please refer to Appendix I in the 2015
NYSESLAT School Administrator’s Manual which can be found at
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/.
D9.

Q:
A:

Grade 2 can have their answers transcribed onto answer
sheet, but do they have to?
They have to be transcribed onto the answer sheet or the test can’t be scored.
Educators should follow the directions in the DFA for more information.

D10.

Q:
A:

Can they use a computer instead of a CD player?

Q:

Does the kindergarten Writing section have enough space
for students to draw?

Yes, a computer can be used to play the Listening CD with two restrictions: 1) the
volume must be loud enough to be heard throughout the room by all students,
and 2) the computer cannot be connected to the Internet. See the DFA for
specific information regarding use of the Listening CDs.

D11.

A:

Yes, space for drawing was added after the feedback from the Field Test.

D12.

Q:
A:

Can the teacher repeat the questions, even if the DFA does
not allow for the repeating of questions?
No. The examiner must follow the directions for administration in the DFA.

D13.

Q:
A:

Can students take notes?
Notes do not need to be taken during the Listening test as sections of the
listening passages are repeated in the questions. The directions in the DFA
should be followed.
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E. QUESTIONS ABOUT SCORING THE NYSESLAT
E1.

Q:
A:

What information is available to assist educators with
learning how to score the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT?
In Spring 2015, a number of turnkey trainings have been held around the State
to help ELL leaders learn how to educate other ELL teachers with how to score
the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT. These materials are available at
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/.
You can also contact the Regional Bilingual Educators Resource Networks
(RBERNs) for additional information and questions at:
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/biling/bilinged/betac.html

E2.

Q:
A:

What are the rules about who can score the NYSESLAT?

Q:
A:

What can be done to get the scores earlier?

Q:

There is a discrepancy between NYSITELL and NYSESLAT
scores, what is being done now that one test has four
proficiency levels and the new NYSESLAT has five

All of the student responses to the constructed-response questions are to be
scored by committees of teachers. No teacher who is a student’s English as a
New Language or English Language Arts teacher may score any of the
constructed-response questions in that student’s test booklets. The principal is
responsible for making the final determination as to whether or not a teacher
may score specific students’ responses based on this scoring policy. Persons
responsible for scoring the NYSESLAT must be: 1) teachers or administrators, 2)
able to carry out standard examination procedures, and 3) specially trained in
scoring the NYSESLAT. For more information on scoring of the NYSESLAT, please
see the 2015 NYSESLAT School Administrator’s Manual, which is available at
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/.

E3.

Score reports for the NYSESLAT will be provided to schools in late-August, 2015.
Scores cannot be released prior to this date.

E4.
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proficiency levels? How do we proceed through this
transition time?

A:

During the summer of 2015, NYSED will release a revised scoring memo that will
allow proctors to identify the score ranges from the current NYSITELL that are
associated with the five new performance levels. Once the memo is released,
all students taking the NYSITELL will be assigned one of the five new
performance levels, rather than the former four performance levels.

E5.

Q:
A:

For the Kindergarten test, are points given if a student only
draws his or her response?
Based on feedback from educators from the field test and Statewide turnkey
trainings, the scoring rules pertaining to the awarding of credit for drawings at
the Kindergarten level have been revised for the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT. See the
Writing Kindergarten Scoring Rubric and Scoring Notes provided in the Scoring
Guide for the most current information on scoring drawings at the Kindergarten
level.

F. QUESTIONS ABOUT NYSESLAT MATERIALS
F1.

Q:
A:

Will NYSED release a guide to the 2015 NYSESLAT?

Q:
A:

Will NYSED release new NYSESLAT test samplers?

Q:

When will the School Administrators Manual be released?

Information
about
the
2015
NYSESLAT
can
be
found
at
https://www.engageny.org/resource/spring-2015-nyseslat-resources
and
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/.

F2.

Information similar to NYSESLAT test samplers can be found in the turnkey
materials at http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/

F3.
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A:

The 2015 NYSESLAT School Administrator’s
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/.

Manual

is

available

at

F4.

Q:
A:

When will the schedule for the distribution of test
materials be available? Can you add a slide to the TTT
power point with this information?
Test materials are distributed on a rolling basis and updated based when new
resources become available.

F5.

Q:
A:

Will NYSED release item maps for the new NYSESLAT?

Q:
A:

Will definition of new terms be available?

Information about NYSESLAT items can be found in the turnkey materials at
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/.

F6.

A glossary of terms can be found at the end of the of the Overview of the Spring
2015 New York State English as a Second Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT)
powerpoint slides and
document, which
can be found
at
https://www.engageny.org/resource/overview-spring-2015-nyseslat.

G. QUESTIONS ABOUT NYSESLAT TEST DEVELOPMENT
G1.

Q:

Was the NYSESLAT field tested in New York schools or
elsewhere?

A:

Field Testing for the NYSESLAT took place exclusively in New York State schools,
and was stratified on the basis of Needs/Resource Category allowing for the test
to represent students from throughout the State.

H. ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
H1.
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Q:
A:

Why do we have a contract with a vendor outside of NYS?

Q:
A:

Will themes change next year?

As with all testing programs, New York State released a request for proposals
(RFP) in which vendors bid for the NYSESLAT contract. Using the State’s
systematic procurement process, MetriTech received the highest score based on
criteria specified in the RFP. Information regarding the RFP can be found at
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/compcontracts/13-026/home.html.
Although
MetriTech’s headquarters (along with the headquarters of all other major testing
organizations in the United State) are located outside of New York State, the
NYSESLAT contract requires numerous stipulations that ensure the test is
appropriate for New York State students. For example, New York State
educators are involved in the review of test items and the creation of design
documents, and all test questions are field tests in New York State schools.

H2.

A portion of the themes that are used in the current NYSESLAT will change next
year, though at least one theme will remain the same to allow for anchoring of
items.

For additional information on the Spring 2015 NYSESLAT, see
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/nyseslat/ and
https://www.engageny.org/resource/spring-2015-nyseslat-resources
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